"PSC is a great environment to learn, shoot and get feedback…on current images in a classroom environment with your newly formed friendships and teachers with industry experience."

Shaun Tanner
Part time student

LEARN TO ‘SHOOT LIKE A PRO’ AND STAND OUT FROM THE CROWD

It seems everyone thinks they’re a photographer and images are everywhere! At PSC we know the essence of professional image making and how you can get your images to stand out from the crowd.

If you love travel photography, landscape, people, fashion, portraiture and want great results or dreaming of a career change then our part time Pro Certificate course is for you!

You learn creative practice, professional technique and to step outside your comfort zone. You discover how to see in more creative ways, use light to create mood and really start to weave your magic by using your camera and workflow just like a professional.

PERFECT BLEND OF THE CREATIVE AND TECHNICAL

Our talented teaching team bring their dynamic professional knowhow and perfect blend of the creative and technical to every class, so you learn in a fun, dynamic and professional way.

You meet new people, get tangible feedback on your photos and your creative process.

It’s exciting, enjoyable and often can be life changing…our experience shows this is how you make great photographers!

EXPERIENCE OUR DYNAMIC LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

Experience the latest professional techniques and second to none specialised facilities in our dynamic face to face classes.

In our Pro Certificate course there’s an emphasis on face to face seminars, group tutorials and intensive workshops together with self directed shooting and group feedback.

Whether you’re a beginner or a more experienced, you’ll be inspired and learn how to take your photography to the next level.

GET STARTED HERE’S HOW:

New Pro Certificate evening course starts January 2016 or day class option February 2016.

Just contact us to find out more and arrange your enrolment

📞 03 9682 3191   📧 info@psc.edu.au
FOLIO PROJECT AND ADVANCED CAPTURE
20 sessions (3 hrs)
Building creativity in photographic practice and applying advanced camera practice. You produce your own folio to share with family and friends.

COMPOSITION, FORM AND PERSPECTIVE
8 sessions (3 hrs)
Learn composition, framing, form, shape and perspective to create more professional dynamic photos.

LOCATION LIGHTING AND PEOPLE PHOTOGRAPHY
Delivered over a weekend
On location
Photograph on location and discover what it’s like to complete a series of short assignment briefs involving people and landscape just like the professionals. Your teacher will be there to provide guidance and feedback.

MANAGE DIGITAL IMAGES
8 sessions (3 hrs)
Process and edit digital images using Adobe software including data management, image editing. Explore and be “affected” by the beauty of the photographic print.

CREATING MEANING AND MOOD
Delivered over a weekend
Location and studio
Discover and explore the light and shadows in the laneways and fabulous spaces of Melbourne! An intensive practical program working with light and photographic technique.

PRO CERTIFICATE COURSE*: YOU WILL LEARN

20 WEEKS:
CREATIVE CAMERA AND CAPTURE
20 sessions (3 hrs)
Be inspired, gain feedback, explore light, colour and the essential technique to build professional practice. Investigate photographic genres, use a camera creatively and work in a digital imaging environment. You learn professional workflow and storage.

20 WEEKS:
FOLIO PROJECT AND ADVANCED CAPTURE
20 sessions (3 hrs)
Building creativity in photographic practice and applying advanced camera practice. You produce your own folio to share with family and friends.

psc.edu.au

*Each unit successfully completed contributes to the accredited Advanced Diploma of Photography
“Every tutor I’ve had is so different and brings something new, pushing me to grow in many different ways both creatively and technically.”

Jennifer Leung